Answer these questions as you watch Bearwalker of the Northwoods.

1. What is a bear cub’s most important survival skill?
2. If a bear slaps and blows, what does this tell you about it?
3. Have there been reports of people killed by a mother black bear with cubs?
4. With which bear does Dr. Rogers have the best relationship?
5. About how many months do bears have to build fat for hibernation?
6. How do black bears use their claws?
7. About how long do black bear cubs stay with their mothers?
8. What kind of sounds do black bear cubs make when suckling?
9. Why would black bears rub their backs on trees and cowboy walk?
10. What behavior does the male bear demonstrate when mating?
11. Are fed bears more aggressive than unfed bears?
12. What two things rule bear’s lives?
13. What happened to Mimi the cub?
14. Why do people hunt bears?
15. Why did June chase Lily up a tree after family break-up?
16. During the summer, a bear’s heart rate might be 70 or more beats per minute. What can the heart rate be in a hibernating bear?
17. For you, what was the most important message of this movie?
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